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IMPACT STATEMENT OF HN21 

I . I under:mrnd then there ha::; been an application for a re::;triction order in re::;pect of my 
real name made by the Metropolitan Police ("MPS"). I support that application. 
However, I also make an application lor a restriction order in respect of my cover 

name. 

2. A risk assessment has been conducted by the MPS in relation to the risks to me and 

others in respect of the Inquiry's decision about whether a restriction order should be 

made. I agree with a significant part of the conclusions of the contents of that risk 
assessment although make further comments below. 

3. l provide this impact statement in suppo1t of my applications. I also rely upon the 

report of Dr Busuttil dated 27 March 2017 . I am very concerned about the revelation 

of my real and cover name in particular in relation to the impact on my health, and r, 
close family member'.,. health, the risk to myself and my family if my name 

was to be released, and the very significant impact on our private and family life. 

SOS Deployment 

4. I joined the Metropolitan Police in the /96(1.'i and Special Branch in the 

/97~ . I was deployed in the SDS ;,, the 1970 ... mul early /980 ... 

5. I was approached about joining the SDS by . Whilst no express promise of 

confidemiality was given to me, it was clearly implicit in everything we did . I worked 

in a need to know vetted environment and I strongly believed that my real and cover 

identity would be protected. I would not have undertaken the role if I believed that my 

identity would be revealed, and I regret doing the role because the cost has been too 

high particularly in relation to the impact on my health. 



6. The whole set up was geared towards the identity being protected. and I spent time 

creating my identity. it being tested, and the focus was squarely on protecting that 

identity. 

7. I have maintained the confidentiality over my identity hoth during and after my 

deployment and had understood that the MPS would do the same. I address my 

appearance on the True Spies programme below. 

8. My cover identity was 

Sets out dell1ils of obt"i11ing c,wer 

identity 

-
9. I WllS deployed into one group principt1lly flltlumgl, I Clime into contflct with other 

gro11p.i. m, which reports were 11uule. 

10. My health suffered towards the end of my deployment and by the time I returned to 

regular policing set ... m,t health ltl(llfers 

l did not feel supported by the SOS 

management at this time. I return to my health below. 

11. I believe my deployment was unremarkable. I was not arrested whilst undercover nor 

did I appear in Court . I do not believe that I was involved in any miscarriage of justice 

allegations. I did not have any sexual relationships with members of my target group. 

12. As set out in the Risk Assessment (para 5) I became involved in the mentoring 

programme. This was in the mid 19911s for a period of 

approximately 18 months to 2 years. I did not return to the SOS but was an oflicer in 

Special Branch. It was a structured programme and allowed officers to have someone 

they could approach if they had concerns that was out of the management chain. Sets 

0111 com.·ern rel"ting to other officers 



-
Post SDS Deployment 

13. Sers 0111 !mbseq11e11t employme11t 011t!iitle the 1HPS it1cl11ili11g current employme11t 

mu/ the risk. of phy.,;ica/ harm mu/ the impact 011 HN2 I 1.'i private l~fe ff relll itle11tity 

re11eale,l 

14. 

IS. 

16. 



17. 

18. 

True Spies 

19. As the Inquiry will be aware, I appear on the documentary Tnie Spies as 'Geoff' . l\ly 
physical identity was obscured 

20. 

21 . The main thing that I described was my attendance at the Anti Nazi League/ Rock 

against Racism event held at Victoria Park in 1978. That was an event attended by tens 

of thousands of people (a report in the Guardian refors to upwards of 80,000 people) 

and supported by a number of different activists from various organisations. There 

were a large number of people collecting money I described a situation of sitting on 

a pile of money next to Peter Hain . I don't recall actually sitting on the money but [ 

did assist alongwith a number of other volunteers to look after the money while they 

made arrangements for it to be collected. However, he would not have known who I 

was, nor known my name, and I was not part of any inner circle alongside him. I 

would simply have been a volunteer amongst many volunteers that 



day. I note that \vhen asked about it in the documentary he said that he \Vas not a\vare 

that there was an SDS officer there. 

22. In the tirst episode I describe that I changed my appearance for my deployment 

23 . I only agreed to undertake the documentary out of loyalty to Roger Pearce. When I 

received the letter from him, I did not want to do it, but discussed \Vith my 

and I considered that it \Vas a way of recording \vhat had been done I deeply regret the 

decision to be involved in True Spies particularly as it is nmv being used against me as 

a reason not to protect my identity. 

Farnily and Health 

24. The details of my family circumstances are set out in the risk assessment at section 8. 

;?:\''- - "I". ., ' 
:. ,,- ,,:.~~--·~ ,' . 

25 . I am very concerned about the risk to them both in terms of the risk of physical harm, 
but also the impact on their private and farn ily I ife and "dm,e .fi,mily member ·s 

health. I am \Vorried that they may be harassed if my identity is revealed. 

26. As \veil as my own health issues, sets 0111,letllils t?f dm,e.fimri{r member' . ., health 

:- - .. . . . ·: .. . - -
- • , .!. ~ '< - · - - - • - • • t l 



27. Sets tml tuwtJier co11cer11 ari.fli11g from family memher 

28. The report of Dr Busuttil sets out my mental health condition and I would ask that the 

Inquiry takes account of that report. It is difficult to explain how I teel but I shall try 

to do so in this statement. Whilst I was not happy at the idea of the Inquiry, I managed 

to be initially optimistic as I considered that I could explain the hard work that I did 

for my country. However. I find myself now only focussing on the bad times and the 

di nicu I ties of the job. There is now not a day that I don't think about the S DS and I 
find myself ruminating on the bad things and this creates a spiral for me. 

29 The thought of my real and cover identity being revealed frightens me to death. I am 
concerned about my family's safety and am frightened about what might happen to 

them and feel helpless and unable to do anything about it. Given my closefrmtily 

memher '.t; heal! h these concerns are much greater. I know that some of them 

are not rational but cannot help myselfthinking and worrying about it to a degree 

where I become angry and am ruminating on bad things. I feel a real breach of trust 

by the State in even considering revealing my real and cover name and would not 

have done the job if I knew this would be the position. 

30. Sets 0111 detail of medical cmulitim, mu/ impact 

I simply don't know how I will cope if the Inquiry reveals 

my real or cover name. 

3 I. 

32. I understand that activists have said that they should have the right to confront those 

who were in the SOS The thought of having my identity confirmed and in dealing 

with the Inquiry makes me feel physically sick. I am also very concerned about how J 



might react if l was confronted both in terms of the impact on my health but also what 

I might do. 

34. Whilst I understand \vhat the risk assessor says about the fact that there is a IO\v risk 

that the revelation of my cover name would lead back to my real name, I am scared by 

the fact that there are many ·unknown unknowns' and I ruminate on the potential 

links that HN2 I believe.'i Cllll be 11utde 

34. Whilst I feel supported by the DL team, I still remain very anxious and concerned for 
my mental health. I am not \Vell. 

A pplicai ion 

3S. I am very concerned that the revelation of my real or cover name would lead to a 

significant impact on my health and that of my \Vife, and concerned about the impact 

on my family's private and family life. 

36. I \Vould ask the Inquiry to restrict my real and cover name and restrict other details 

including the group into which I \Vas deployed and the specific dates of my 

deployment. as well as my gender, my confidential medical data and any other 

identifying features 

37. I confirm that the contents of this statement are tnie to the best of my k110\vledge and 

belief 



Dated: 31 January 2018 




